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In  this paper the writers have developed a model and an optimiza- 
t ion technique for the design of hierarchical structures of memow so 
as to minimize the average access t ime to blocks of information stored 
in the hierarchy for a given cost constraint. The  assumption is made 
that the "activity profile" giving the relative frequencies with which 
blocks are accessed (for a given set of problems) is available. The  
designs are tailored to fit the given activity profiles. 
The first part  of the paper introduces the basic problem solved 
and some terminology used in the development of the theory. The 
second part  consists of: 
(a) A method  of evaluating memory  types, i.e., a method  of select- 
ing an opt imum subset of memory  types which will compose the 
hierarchy from the set of all available memory  types, and 
(b) The  determination of the opt imum sizes of each memory  type 
in the subset so as to minimize the average access t ime to addresses in 
the hierarchy for a given cost constraint and a given activity profile. 
The second part  also considers the problem of deriving the cost- 
average-access-time characterist ic for a given profile. This charac- 
teristic will be useful in memory allocation problems as well as a 
vMuable tool to computer designers for determinat ion of memory 
sizes. 
(c) The third part  develops the optimization technique when the 
number of members in the memory hierarchy is l imited. 
The last part  is a discussion on the possible application of the 
* The basic ideas and techniques given in this paper were conceived and de- 
veloped when the authors were associated with I-Ioneywell, Inc., WMtham, Massa- 
chusetts. Subsequently,  the senior author has developed certain analytical por- 
t ions of this work at M.!.T.  towards part ial  fulfi l lment of the Ph.D. degree in 
Operations Research. 
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technique to the evaluation of multi-precision arithmetic and to 
language translation. 
INTRODUCTION 
Many problems concerning the optimal allocation of resources to 
maximize computing throughput arise in computer system design. One 
important problem is the determination f the optimal sizes of individual 
components in an hierarchy of memories given the totM resources 
allocated for memory. The throughput of a computing system is a func- 
tion of many parameters, the average access time of a word stored in 
the memory hierarchy and used in a typical program being an important 
one.  
The activity profile of a given program (or set of programs) is a graph 
giving the relative frequencies with which blocks of addresses are ac- 
cessed when that program (or set of programs) is run. The activity pro- 
file for a given customer will depend on the types of programs that the 
customer uns--sorting, payroll, matrix multiplication, simulations. 
For example, methods of measuring relative frequencies with which 
information blocks are accessed is found in Reference 1, and theoretical 
methods of computing the frequencies in References 3 and 5. 
The main problem faced in designing memory hierarchies is the 
following: 
1. Designers have to evaluate a number of memories of different 
costs, and access times by various vendors. What is an "optimum set" 
of memory types for a hierarchy? 
2. What are the optimum sizes of individual components in an hier- 
archy of memories o as to minimize the average access time for the 
customer's activity profile for a given cost constraint? 
3. What are the cost versus average access time tradeoffs for a mem- 
ory hierarchy for a given activity profile? What would the minimum 
average access time be for an expenditure of some "x" dollars on the 
memory hierarchy? 
Solutions to these problems hould be easily understood and capable 
of rapid computation. We feel that the solutions given in this paper 
meet these requirements. 
The basic problem solved in this paper can be described as follows: 
Given the maximum permissible cost of memory and given "N" 
different memory types of dk~ferent costs and access times, determine 
the optimum allocation of resources to different memory types so as to 
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minimize the average access time of words used in a typical program 
described by an activity profile and stored in the memory. 
The theory developed in this paper can be used to evaluate competing 
memory organizations, storage units, and peripheral devices. It can 
also be used to compute the change in throughput caused by using multi- 
precision arithmetic rather than single-precision. The technique can be 
extended to determine the optimum allocation of memory to various 
programs running in parallel so as to maximize their combined through- 
put. When a number of programs are run ill parallel, space is sometimes 
allotted to individual programs by allocation procedures predictated 
by priorities assigned to the individual programs. The effect of such 
allocation procedures on the individual execution times can be studied 
using this theory. 
NOTATION 
When a given computer program is run, cel%ain blocks of information 
are accessed more frequently than others. For example, in a sorting 
program, the instructions in the basic comparison loop are accessed 
more frequently than in other parts of the program. A table could be 
drawn giving the number of information blocks accessed at a given 
frequency. 
Frequency: F1F2F3. • • F M 
No. of blocks accessed at this frequency: W1W2Wa. . .  W~.  We define 
activity as being directly proportional to the access frequency. Thus 
activity P~ is defined as 
Fi 
P i  - -  M 
F,W, 
Thus the activities are positive quantities uch that )-~=1 P~W~ = 1. 
Let the activities of a program be expressed by a vector 1 a of dimension 
M, i.e., P = (P1,  P~,  " "  PM)  and such that Pi > P,'+I. Associated 
with such a vector P, there is an M dimensional vector W such that its 
ith component W, represents the number of blocks of information ac- 
cessed at activity P~. 
The ordered pair of vectors (1 a, W,) is defined as the activity profile 
of the given program. Activity profiles can be determined either analyti- 
cally or by simulation and experimentation (Martin, 1965, 1967, and 
Ramamoorthy, 1965). 
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Let there by N types of memory devices. Let Ti be the cycle time 
(accessing time) of the ith type and let C~ be the cost of one block of 
that memory type. 
Generally, the memory hierarchy includes a memory type known as 
the mass memory as a terminal member which has the least cost per 
memory block and the largest access time. The capacity of the mass 
storage is large enough so that it can accommodate he entire set of 
programs that is scheduled for future computer uns. Generally, the 
type, the size and thus the cost of the mass storage units are fixed. The 
practical problem, then, is to determine the remaining members of the 
hierarchy to minimize the average access time. We focus attention on 
tbfis problem. A cost-average access time characteristic is a graph be- 
tween the cost of the hierarchy and the minimum average access time 
to an information block stored in that hierarchy. Management will often 
find a cost-average access time characteristic useful in determining how 
much of total expenditure should be allotted to the memory hierarchy. 
We give an algorithm for determining the cost-time characteristic 
rapidly. 
GENEF~AL STATEMENT OF PP~OBLEM 
Given: (1) the maximum permissible cost G of the entire storage 
system 
(2) N different ypes of memory where the cost per block and the 
average time to access one block are C~ and Ti respectively, 
(3) The activity profile of the information to be stored in the hier- 
archy is given by the 2 X M matrix 
P1P2 " ' "  P M 
W1W2 "'" W~ 
where P~ > P~+I and EiM~I P iWi  = 1. The P's are activities and W's 
are the corresponding umber of blocks. 
It is required to determine the sizes of the different storage types and 
the location of information blocks in the storage such that 
(1) the total cost does not exceed G and 
(2) the average access time to any information block stored in the 
hierarchy is minimized. 
Without losing any generality we can assume that G~,,~ is the cost 
of the mass storage or Type 0 memory, and it is large enough to accom- 
modate all the blocks in the program. We shall assume that one block 
of information occupies one unit of memory space. 
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LINEAP~ Pf tOGRMVIMING FOI%MULAT!ON 
Let V~k be the number of information blocks of activity P~ s~ored hi 
memory type ~ (I =< k =< N). Let 
N 
k=t  




V~ = Wi for i :  1,2, . . .M  
k=0 




The size of memory type It, Uk is then 
M 
(k # 0) :~ Vi~ = Uk. 
A set V~k for (1 --< i -< M ) and (t -< ~ -< N) which satisfies these condi- 
tions is called an op~imM solution. 
We shM1 now show that we may restrict attention to a subset of the 
available memory types, because the size U~ of a memory type ~ which 
does not belong to this subset will be zero for any activity profile and 
for any- value of G, the maximum allowable cost of the memory hierarchy. 
THEo l~ t. Given three memory types 1, 2, 3 such that 
C3> C2> CI (4) 
and 
and 
T3< T~< T1 (5) 
TI - -  T, 7"1-- T2 
c~ - c~ > c-f-- c~ (6) 
for any activity profile then there are no blocks of information stored in 
memory type 2 in an optimal ¢olutiqn. 
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From (4), (5), and (6) we get 
T2-- T~> T1-  T2 (7) 
C~ - C~ C~ - Cl 
Assume that there are blocks of information stored in memory type 2 in 
an optimal solution. Let the highest and lowest activities of addresses 
stored in memory type 2 in the optimal solution be H2 and L2. Then 
H2 > L2 (8) 
From inequalities (7) and (8) 
T2-  T~ T1-  T2 
H2"  ~ > L~.  - -  
C, - C~ C~ - C~ 
The increase in mean cycle time due to a transfer of blocks of activity 
L~ from memory type 2 to 1 per unit cost in this transfer is less than the 
decrease in mean cycle time due to a transfer of addresses of activity H2 
from memory type 2 to 3 per unit cost incurred. Hence we can decrease 
the mean cycle time by simultaneously transferring blocks of activity 
H~ from 2 to 3 and blocks of activity L2 from 2 to 1 such that the net 
cost incurred in the simultaneous transfer is zero. Hence the solution is 
not optimal. Hence no information is stored in memory type 2 in an 
optimal solution. 
If memory types 1, 2, and 3 satisfy equations (4), (5), and (6) then 
we shall say that memory type 2 is dominated by memory types 1 and 3. 
Given a set of memory types 0, 1, 2, ..- N such that T~+~ < T~ for all 
i we can derive a subset of memory types called the derived hierarchy 
such that 
(i) a memory type in the derived hierarchy is not dominated, and 
(ii) every memory type not in the derived hierarchy is dominated 
by some memory types in the derived hierarchy. 
Thus a memory type 'k' not in the derived hierarchy will always be 
of zero size (Uk = 0) in the optimal solution to the subproblem. Hence 
we may restrict attention to the derived hierarchy. 
We now give a method of obtaining the derived hierarchy. What this 
method oes is to select a subset of memory types from all the available 
memory types such that a convex combination of 2 members of this 
subset yields the smallest access time for any given 
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FIG. 1 
SELECTING TItE DERIVED HIERARCHY (Figure 1). 
(1) Determine the memory type i such that for 0 < i < N the ex- 
pression 
To-- T~ Ao~ - -  
C~ - Co 
is maximum. The memory type i is then the first member of the derived 
hierarchy. Eliminate memory types j for values of 3", 0 < j < i, from 
further consideration. Successive members of the derived hierarchy are 
found as given below. 
(2) If ith memory type was selected in the previous tep, select he 
next type k such that for i < k =< N, the expression 
T~-  Tk 
C~-  C~ 
is maximum. 
Eliminate all memory types p from further consideration for values 
of p, i < p < k, and select k as the next member of the deAved hier- 
archy. If during computation of the memberships of the derived hier- 
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archy, the maximum value occurs simultaneously in two or more memory 
types, we shall choose that memory type which has the lowest access 
t ime.  
Hereafter, we shall restrict attention to the derived hierarchy. Re- 
number the memory types of the derived hierarchy 0, 1, • • • n such that 
T~ > T¢+I for i = 0, 1, . . .  , n -- 1. Note that memory t pe j of the 
derived hierarchy is, in general, NOT memory type j  of the list of availa- 
ble memories. We shall now present an algorithm for solving the problem. 
For the remainder of this paper (except for the examples) memory type 
j refers to memory type j of the derived hierarchy, not to memory ~ype 
j of the list of available memories. 
THE ALGORITHM 
(1) Obtain the derived hierarchy. Determine transfer values Xj  
where 
T(j_~) - T; j -- 1 ,2 , . . . ,n  
Xj - C; - C(;_~) '
(2) Determine transfer priorities Z~.j where 
Z<i = P~.X~ i = 1, . . . ,  M 
j=  1 , . . . ,n  
(3) Order the Z¢.j in decreasing order of magnitude. Let 
Yl = max Z i , j  = Z¢(1),a'(~) 
¢,J 
y~ --- maxZi , j  where [i,j] # [ i (1), j (1)]  
= Z¢(2) d(2) 
ya = maxZ</ where [i,j] ¢ [ i (1) , j (1)]  and 
i , j  
: : [ i , j ]  # [i(2),j(2)] 
(4) The transfer implied by Z~,j is the shift of all informatiml of ac- 
tivity P~ from memow type j - 1 to memory type j. 
The transfer implied by Z<j requires that we (i) decrease the size of 
memory type j - 1 im the existing hierarchy by W~ units of memory 
space, (ii) increase the size of memory type j in the existing hierarchy 
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by Wi units of memory space and (iii) shift W~ blocks of activity P~ 
from memory type j - 1 to the vacant space created in memory type j. 
The incremental cost required to implement his transfer is AC = 
W~(Ci - C~._~). The incremental change in average access time due to 
this transfer is AT = -Wi.P~" (Tj_~ -- T~.). Thus, if e was the cost of 
• h the hierarchy before the transfer, e q- AC is the cost of the hierarc~y 
after the transfer. Similarly, if r was the average time taken to access 
an information block stored in the hierarchy before the transfer then 
r q- AT is the average access time after the transfer. 
Perform the "~ , , , -- transi rs implied by y~ Y2 y~ • in sequence, starting 
with the transfer implied by y~. 
Ynitial State. All the information is stored in the mass memory. The 
size of a memory type ]c, where tc¢  0, is zero. The cost of this i!fitia! 
hierarchy is GM . . . .  The average access time for tNs hierarchy is fg -- 
To. Let e(~) and r@) be the cost and average access time of the Ner- 
archy after the kth transfer. Let hC(k) and AT(It) be the change in 
cost and average access time due to the/~th transfer. Then 
e(~) = e(~ - 1) + ~c(7~) k = l , 2, 3, . . .  
and 
ril~) = r(7~ - I )  + ~_Tik) ,~ = 1, 2, 3, . . -  
r iO) = to .  
Determine (k) arid r(k) for ]c = 0, 1, 2, . . . .  !~!ot r@) -versus e@). 
The r(k), e(k) plot is the cost-time characteristic. (Figure 2. ) 
Note that Step 1 is invariant as to activity profile. Steps 2, 3 and 4 
have to be repeated to obtain the cost-time characteristic for each 
given activity profile. 
The op~ima~ memory hierarchy and the location Qf information 51octas 
in the hierawhy for a given g. 
Determine the number/c' such that 
e(k ' )  5 G < e( ] /+  1) (9) 
If e(]~) < G for all It, then store all the information i  memory type n, 
the quickest access memory type. Then in the optimal memory hier- 
archy, the size of memory type n, U~ = ~z%1 T,'V~ and the size of memory 
type k,/c ~ 0 and ]c ¢- n is zero. 











Fie. 2. Cost-time characteristic 
If there exists a k' such that inequality (9) holds, let the ordered 
transfer priorities y~,  y2 ,  • • • , ycv+~) be Z~a)d(~), Z~(2),~(2), • • •,  
Zi(~.,+l) ,j(~'+a) • 
To determine the location of information of activity P~ inspect the 
ordered transfer priorities from right to left until we find Z¢(~),i(~) such 
that / ( / )  = uand i (q )  # ufor  k' + 1 >= q > 1. 
(i) If no such Zqt),m) exists all the blocks of information with activity 
P~ are stored in the mass memory. 
V~o = W~ 
V~k = 0 for k#0 
(ii) If such a Z~(z),m) exists and 1 # h' + 1 then all the blocks of 
information with activity P ,  are stored in memory type g, where g = j (1 )  
V~,g -- W~ 
V~k = 0 for k ~g 
(iii) If such a Z~(z),m) exists and l = /c' + 1 then the number of 
blocks of information with activity P~ stored in memory type g where 
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g = j(l) is 
G - e(k') 
V~ = Co-  C~-1 
The remaining blocks of activity P~ are stored in memory type g - 1 
V<~-l) = W.  - V~ 
V~k = 0 for k~g and /¢~g-  1. 
The size of memory type/~ in an optimal memory hierarchy is U~ -= 
~-~ V~k for k = 1, .-- , n. We shall now show that the algorithm is 
feasible and optimal. 
Let memory types 1, 2, • .. n constitute the derived hierarchy. Let 
R(P~: j - *k )= P'(-~---c~T~) 
be the decrease in average access time per dollar spent in transferring 
an information block of activity P~ from memory type j to memory type 




R(P I : j -  1 ~ j )  > R(PI:j---,j + 1) ( lo )  
R(Pd j - -~k)>R(Pdk- -1 - -> l~)  for j<k- -1  (11) 
The proof of this lemma is similar to that of Theorem 1 and is omitted 
here. 
THEOREM 2. The algorithm is feasible and optimal. 
Proof. An optimum feasible sequence of information block transfers. 
Let H I  be the highest activity of an information block stored in memory 
typej  before the rth stage in a sequence ofinformation block transfers. 
The sequence. Initial condition: All information blocks stored in 
memory type 0 (mass memory type). Cost = GM~,. Average access 
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time T = To. The rth information block transfer: 
Determine 
/ r max R~Hj-1 -- 1 ~ j )  j = 1, 2, 3, . . .  n. 
Y 
Let this maximum occur at j = b and let H j  = a. Perform the transfer 
corresponding to Z~b. Go on to the r + l th  transfer. Clearly this se- 
quence of transfers is feasible in that every transfer is possible until the 
cost constraint prevents further transfers. We also note that in this 
sequence the transfer priority Zi~. corresponding to the rth transfer is 
greater than the transfer priority corresponding to the r + l th transfer, 
r = 1, 2, • • • . There is a one to one correspondence b tween the trans- 
fer priorities generated in this feasible sequence and the transfer priorities 
generated by the algorithm. Hence the algorithm is feasible. We per- 
form the sequence of transfers until we can proceed no further due to 
the cost constraint. Suppose our allocation of resources i not optimum. 
Then by transferring some information blocks to slower and cheaper 
memories and some other information blocks to faster and more expen- 
sive memories o as to keep the total cost of the system constant we 
should be able to decrease the average access time. From inequality (11) 
we would optimally shift information blocks from the memory type in 
which the block is located only to memory types immediateZy adjacent 
to it. But we know that in our sequence of information block transfers 
the R(P i : j  - 1 ~ j )  (or the Zii) decrease i.e. Zi3" for the rth transfer 
is greater than that of the r + ith transfer. Hence  the average access 
time at the end of this sequence of information blocks cannot be de- 
creased by  any further transfers. Hence  the algorithm yields an optimal 
solution. 
LIMITED NUMBER OF MEMORY TYPES 
When the number of memory types is limited, management often 
wants cost-time characteristics corresponding to limiting the number of 
memory types to 2, 3, 4 . . . .  Hence a set of cost-time curves are re- 
quired, one curve for each n / where n' is the number of memory types 
permitted in the hierarchy. 
The procedure adopted by us is exhaustive. However, the computa- 
tions involved are not as large as it might seem. 
1. Given the cost-time characteristic for n types in the derived hier- 
archy the method of computing the cost-time characteristic for the 
derived hierarchy with type u absent is given below. 
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The set of transfer values for the new derived hierarchy (with u 
removed) is the same as the set of transfer values for the initial derived 
Nerarchy (with u present) except for X~ and X~+I. Replace X~ in the 
initial set by 
T(u-1) -- T(~+I) 
Yu = ,~ - -  C ( ,~-1)"  (u-t-I) 
Omit X~+! from the new set of transfer values. 
Compute {Z~j} as before. All Z~i remain the same as in the initial set 
of transfer priorities except Z~ and Z~(~+~). Replace Z~ by Z'~ = P~y~ 
in the new set of transfer priorities and omit Z~(~+I) Mtogether from the 
new set.  
A partial reordering of t1~e {Zi~} will have to be carried out due to the 
remora] of Z~ and Z~<~+I) and the addition of Z' {u • 
We shall now work out a simple example to illustrate the tec_hmiques. 
Given: ( 1 ) The maximum permissible cost G of the memory hierarchy, 
G = 50 units 
(2) A mass memory of cost G~ = 30 and average access time To = 
20 units. The size of the mass memory is 50 units. 
(3) N = 7 different memory types 
N1emorytypei  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Cost/unit memory spaceC~ 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 4 5 
Access timeT~ 10 9 8 7.5 5 4 2.5 
and (4) an activity profile 
Activity type i 1 2 3 
Activity Pc 0.10 0.02 0.01 
Number of blocks with this activity W~ 6 10 20 
Determine (i) the cost-time characteristic and (ii) the optimal memory 
hierarchy for G = 50 units. 
Solution. 
1. Obtain the derived hierarchy 
Derived hierarchy number i 
Available memory list number 
Access time 
Cost/unit memory space Ci 
Hence X1 = 10, X2 = 2.5, X3 = 1.25. 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 5 7 
20 10 5 2.5 
0 1 3 5 
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2. Obtain Z~,~. 
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Fl.000 0.250 0.125 7 
[Z,j] = [0.200 0.050 0.025 | 
kO.lOO 0.025 0.0125A 
3. Order the Z~,i n decreasing order of magnitude 
Y l  y2  y3  • • • 
Z11 Z~2 Z21 " "  
ACt 6 12 10 --. 
5T~ --6 --3 --2 .... 
4. Hence we have 
i 0 1 2 3 . . .  
e~ 30 36 48 58 . . .  
r~ 20 14 11 9 . . .  
The r~ - e~ plot is the time-cost characteristic. Note e2 _-< G < ea. 
Hence in the optimal solution with G = 50 
VI0= 0 Vll = 0 F~= 6 V18 = 0 
V20=8 V~I= 2 V2~= 0 V28= 0 
V30 = 20 V31 = 0 V3~ = 0 V33 = 0 
UI= 2 U~= 6 U3=O 
T- -  10.6 
Memory type j in the last table refers to memory type j of the derived 
hierarchy. 
APPLICATIONS OF THE ALGORITHM 
A. EVALUATION BETWEEN ~/~EMORY TYPES 
The optimum sizes of a number of different memory types in a hier- 
archy of memories i  determined by the algorithm. The process of de- 
termining the optimum sizes is carried out in two steps. 
1. A subset of memory types is selected from the given set of all 
different memory types. The subset is called the derived hierarchy. In 
an optimal solution the sizes of memory types not belonging to the 
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derived hierarchy will be zero. The derived hierarchy is fixed given the 
average access time of the mass memory. The derived hierarchy is in- 
dependent of both the activity profiles and the total cost of the memory 
organization. Hence, given the mass memory and the other memory 
types available, we will be in a position to make statements such as: 
This particular memory type will never be used. This step is used to 
evaluate between competing memory types other than mass memory. 
2. Having determined the derived hierarchy, the optimum size of 
each memory type in the derived hierarchy is determined by a series of 
address transfers. The optimum sizes of the individual memory types 
in the derived hierarchy will depend on the activity profile of the typical 
program and on the total cost of the memory  organization. 
Given the typical activity profile and the total cost of memory  or- 
ganization different mass memory  types can be compared with the aid 
of this technique. The  preference between two mass memory  types is 
determined by: 
I. the typical activity profile 
2. the cost of the total memory  organization, and 
3. the other memory  types (scratch pad, core, M.O.S  .... ) availa- 
ble. 
B. AUTOMATIC LANGUAGE TRANSLATION 
One important application of this technique is in automatic language 
translation. When translating from Russian to English (for example), 
the dictionary of Russian words (and English equivalents) is stored in 
the computer memory. Since the number of words in a language is large 
and since the words are of widely varying activities, the words are stored 
over a memory hierarchy. The dictionary is subdivided into sections 
according to the frequency (activity) of use, i.e. words of a given activity 
range (say 0.9 to 0.8) are grouped together in one section. Within each 
activity section the words are arranged alphabetically. The mass storage 
element is a high performance magnetic tape generally. I~nowing the 
activity profile of words in a language our technique can be used to 
design the memory hierarchy optimally, i.e., to maximize the translation 
rate or (equivalently) to minimize the average access time to the words 
in the dictionary table. 
C. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF ~[ULTI-PREcISION ARITHMETIC 
It is of interest o evaluate the performance of the memory hierarchy 
of a scientific computer when executing an identical computation in 
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single and double precision arithmetic. There appears to be no easy 
analytical way to evaluate the decrease in throughput in using multi- 
precision rather than single precision arithmetic. The decrease in 
average cycle time is a measure of the drop in throughput. This decrease 
can be computed simply given the typical activity profile. 
Let the single precision computation program consist of blocks of 
information (program and data) with a definite activity profile defined 
on the blocks. In the ease of its double precision counterpart, each data 
word will be stored in two machine word locations. Let us assume also 
that each instruction in double precision arithmetic will be interpreted 
into an average of 1¢ instructions. Thus whereas the data words increase 
by a factor of 2, the instructions in the program can increase by a factor 
of k. The activity profiles of similar segments of the two programs will 
be the same. The double precision program would be laid out on a mem- 
ory hierarchy designed for single precision operations. 
Therefore, the location of address bloeks (in the different memory 
types) will have  to be changed when shifting from single precision to 
double precision arithmetic in order to accommodate for the increase in 
word size. Knowing the new location of address blocks the average ac- 
cess time can be computed as shown earlier. The decrease in average 
access time when a particular program type (described by its activity 
profile) is changed from single to double precision arithmetic s a measure 
of the difference in throughput when that program type is run in single 
and double precision arithmetic. 
We now present another problem, representative of a class of problems 
which may be solved by the technique given in this paper. 
The Mothball Fleet Problem 
We are given a collection of M items to be stored in "mothballs". 
The cost incurred in maintaining the ith item in rnothba]Is is C~ where 
C~ may be any nonnegative number. T~, the time taken to make the 
ith item ready for operation is a funetior~ of C~. T~(C~) is assumed to be 
convex, non-increasing and we shall assume that T4 (C~) may be approxi- 
mated by a pieee,~dse linear function. The probability that the ith item 
will be demanded is known to be P~. The loss incurred in delivering the 
ith item T units of time after it is demanded is T .L~ where L~ is a con- 
stant, Li > O. 
Given the maximum allowable cost G of maintaiifing the M items in 
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mothballs, i.e., giver~ 
M 
~C~_-<~ 
the problem is to minimize the expected loss Z where 
M 
Z = ~ P{'L{" Ti(Ci) 
i=l 
CONCLUSION 
In this paper, a model of memory hierarchy is developed based on 
activity profiles of programs currently being executed. We shall re- 
capitulate the basic assumption made in tl~is model. We assumed that 
the cost of a memory is proportional to size. This however does not mean 
no fixed cost since any fixed (initial) cost can be imputed to the fixed 
system cost (the eentra! processor unit), over a limited range of memory 
sizes. The memories are always formed in indivisible modules. We have 
not taken the modularity into account. Integer programming techniques 
(Benders, 1962 and Balinsld, 1967) may be used to take memory modu- 
larity into account.. However, the integer prog,'amming techniques are 
considerably more complex than the techniques published in this paper 
(Chandy, Ph.D. Thesis, in preparation). 
We have assumed complete independence between locations of suc- 
cessive accesses and independence of times required therefore. In the 
present architecture of large computers the smallest unit of iaformation 
that is transferred between the memories is a lane block of words 
(page), and hence the independence between successive pages is more 
iikely. 
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